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Rescue Squad
Extinguishes
Home Blaze

Seen & Heard`
c. Around .;•
MURRAY
Fruit Jar owners rise and let the
world know Mat Mr Mason. the
fruit ter maker was well known
Cailowity Cbunty.
-Fellow lei, Mayfield cileins three
foal illteolleth the Magic message
on X of "November 30. 1658. aa
though he were the only one to
have thew treeeures.

Vol. LXXXVII No. 292

Public Invited To
Christmas Assembly

The Murray Rescue Squad was
Mae en Fiuday debt about 11:00
eithoLX to the home of Larry
Kaikely at Stela. Mr Blakelya
car natant on foe whae tt was
IS ha cirport and threatened the
etexe hone.
The car was abet ready to expkede when the Rescue Squad &retied, JOhn 0Jr:a:you., a member
of the squad mei
7 le fire wee put out by using
tat r and chemicals from the
Re lie Squad truck.
T.ne Murray Rescue Squad is
eqi pped to put out Ines in the
county with (tie chemicals on the
truck
Thase persons in need
shone oral the Murray Fire Department and the information will
be pamed on to the Murree
Rescue Squad.
The kcal fire department cannot leove the clay limits under
many condition& alai then only
with the mayor's approval.
During the pas two weeks the
Reacue Squid has been called to
four fees in the (runty. Many
times If the fire had not gained
great headway. they can eatingit.
Richard Adorns is preeiden of
U,. Murray Rescue Squad and he
indicated that he s-ould like for
the people of Callaselly County to
know of the ospabilities of the
limene Squid as far ea fire fighting is concerned.
The Murray Rescue Squad is
a non-profit making arganneton
*Rh members serving on the
glad eal. humanitarian service
to the people of Murray and Calloway Cennty

The faculty and student body of
Calloway County High School has
extended an invitation to all parents to attend their annual ClainInas Assembiy to be held Friday,
December 16, in Jeffrey gymnasium at one p. m.

B.Humphreys
Chairman Of
Region Board
Ben litzniphreys, Aesoetate Professor of PxYchoiogy at Murray
State University and Chatrman of
the Eingnen of Counseling and
Guidance, has been named chairman of the Weet Kentucky Regional Mental Henkh and Seephil
Retardation Advisory Board,' De.
This board is the committee reaponeible for the West Kentucky
Region, one of twenty such mental henget ISOOns in the Mate.
Al phase of mental health and
mental retardation wort, funding
both state and Federal, planning,
etc. goes through this board It Is
composed of a nine member executive committee which is selected bun a 36 member baud of
trustees. People froln each of the
cane counties in this region are
membeis of the large boson. Mr.
Cheintlen and Dr.
Rigni3hrr78
Maras McCullough of Podusott is
vice-abairman
Mr. Humphreys is conipienng
scat on his doctorate degree at
Indiana Univereety at this tone.
Ile and Mrs. Humphreys with
their tbree daughters, live at 811
North liatt Street.

A very untereattng assembly program has been planned The chums
under the direction ut Mrs. Josiah
Larvik will sang a variety of
songs Students frorn the speech
deVartment
rektte to the assembly the moods and feelings of
Oluietcnie through poems
The Laker Band under the direction of Robert Singleton will
Mrs. Ruth Trevathen of SycaILirold I. et en-rev
play a aeries of C'hriattnae inelodne
more Street says ahe tais two of
end accompatay the student body
t these irons. Mrs Dorothy Phillips
Husband Of Local
as they will sing Christmas cards.
NMI had one for yeara Buok. over
A special highlight of the assemGirl Is Promoted
bly pmerreen will be a repeat perat the telephone &See rays he is
formance by the five girls who perthe possessor of one of these fruit—
jars.
U. S MR FORCE ACADEMY, formed before the Beta ConvenCbio. — Hamad 0. Weeree. mn of tion in Louisville where they receivTie bakibine home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Roberta on Hermitage
Drive will be one of three
Mrs. Alice Wearer of Malta. Mcnt., ed a standing ovation.
Anybody eise with one of Mr.
ammo ea
Murray Woman's Club Holiday Horn e Tour on Thursday. The
home will be decorated
has been promoted to technical
Simone lung blown fru& *re
by Markey Fierint and may be •leited between 9:96 ant and noon.
Other homes on the tour Insergeant in the U S. Al' Force.
Now we hive atioumuland a lot
chide Mae Imam of Mr. sad Mrs. Marehall Gel and and Mr.
and Mrs. Tominye D. Taylor. The
Sergeant Weeree Is a vetermary
of prized poesesaiths down through
three homes may be waited a any order in the boars specified
and tickets are on tale at all three
technician at the U. 8. Air Force
the years. but this la one area
homes for the tear.
Aoadeiny. Colo.
that we have overlooked.
The se.rgeant, a ensilage of Malta High School attended the UMNow we like bottles, Sant jugs. deversity of Maryland
tennon at
centers. urns, petters. fountain&
Jersey Club Member
Andrews Air Force Base and the
MUM etc , but we never acquirUniversity of Colorado during his
ed any fruit jam
off-duty hours.
Hits we, Leah, * the daughter
Cameo
Parichall,
Rowe
t
Hailer
Fellow seeds a museum of sane
of Mrs. Elsie Hopkins of 704 Elm
Mr. Bonnie Fonts of 509 Beale
Ky., has been named a member of
lund to atitac.h to his home to
St., Murray, Ky.
Street, Murray, was burled at the
The Amerran .14.tney ONZle
WASHINGTON 011 — The rat- that 'more active steps" are
(Caratimed On Page Six)
HACretit Cemetery in Pens. Tenn ,
He s a breeder of registered Jer- ton's
tip advisory panel on canon arcrwey reoommezelect to bring
on Busby lolloweng the funeral
sey nett*
eam an ''enormoue man-made the epidemic io public anention.
services at the Max It Chursitall
And, the mane.mat king canPeachlike a appelostlan far mem- epkisnit" of lung cancer Ms hit
Funeral Home with Rev. Leon
the
munitry
as a result of cigarette cer is /soder preventable g minkbered') in the national organizaPenick and Rev Leroy Vaught
armies
era would 41111 their habR
tion of the Jersey breed was apotaniatior
The Naticral Advisory chewer
The reptgreas the Fret overall
pruved sit the *at !Deegan( of the
The Murray High &nod ParThe young wife and mother, onCluba linerd of Directors The Osage and &slay in a report analysis of Ihs compaign against
ent-Teachera Amociation will hear
the anrsal "Sorg of Christmas" ly 31. so alumed by death Satonto ghee tan a voles in the to the C713. Putter Health Service OA Mims MI MIMSby itle 26.
gyougamseg sod maidian ef Cho
IOW Online its
under the direction of Mr& Joan urday at 7:06 am. at the lbaraYJones, one of Calloway
John
ahem over hint cancer del find
ethers of the breed and also enBowes soright at the emend Ciallumay Orontsr Illospitel fwCiountyli picket reeldenta. died
Mine aligns of improved treatment
Otis hen to register be purebred
meeting at 7:30 o'clock to the tog an extended likkesa. Her family had remelted that friends Saturday at noon at the El/tiand MIMI for °doer fonna of the
Jerseys at opecial memberthip
school euditorken.
—
•
make donations to the Cancer diest Numbs Home at Hopkinsdimes
rats.
This
beautiful
The tneditaorsil Children
tencram
of
elle. He was 102 years old and
The ctounolts report appeared to Glen McKinney On
Chratinsa music features more Fund in beu of flowers.
Chrisernan Gernert featurtng the
fanned" resided in the Cddisareer
WASKINOTON rt.19 -- The Sup- use inmewheit harsher
The American Jersey Cathie Club
than
00
languaire
members of three choresin Naval Maneuve
A Cappeles, Choir under the clarSirs-Nora are her husband. Har- communtty where he was a tarnrs
* A/melba', chant dairy breed reme Court today upheld the 1964
(Continued le Page sis
es. The senior Mita eels' chorus,
stain of Ftobert Barr well be preold L Panes, and her tour Oar or
registry crgarnation /t ma or- Jury
tampering
email:bon
of
the mixed chorus and the junior
sented Tuendity morning at 9 30
old daughter, lours Lee, of 600
Mr Jones se a manlier of a
ganized in UM to keep pedigree Teamster
President
Janes
R
USS N E'WPORT NEWS CA-145 high chorus will ang.
oiaock by the Musk Departmerk
Bane tenet. Mornay; tweets. lagstait Church in Trigg County
neon* of Jersey tattle and to Im- Hata despite his claim that one
FHTNC,
11 L. Cooper, Murray Hach P-TA
Gunner% Mate Thad
Collisions Are
of Murray Woman's Club The
Mr and Mrs Alvin McFne of Six genenitions seem in the Jones*
prnve and promote the Jersey of his dose associates had been s
Clem Glen H MclCinney, USN, was prendent, urges the public to atconcert will be heel in the mothParts Tenn: two Oats* Mrs. W. family until his death on Baurbreed The notional heatiquerters government trformer during an Reported
of Mr Olen C McKinney of North tend the peograrn which a annualalum of Murray Stale Uraversity
A. Jaeloosa at Paris. Tenn, and doy.
is located In Columbus, Ohio.
earlier alai.
lath St, Murray. Ky. is cm ma- ly a time of Ineptration arid beauMr Barr and his choir always
Mrs Hoyt Wenn of Murray:
The Mums Pattie Department neuvers aboard
Surveyors are two daughters:
this
S
U
ship
In
ty
masc.
in
• plan a program of paistariaar inbrotheirg. COM McRae of Par*. Ihns
Mike Harper of Princeton
WASFILNOTON .17t — The map- Meese...tad two and:snob& °oi- the neld-Atntic and Caribbean
et and inmpleation for the seaTenn are Jerry McBee of Pert and Mrs Be Baker of Farmrune Court today reverted a foy- l:aeons on Sattaday, according to Sea, as part of "LANTFLEX-66",
New Three Bedroom
son The children from schools in
Worth. Texas.
ington Route Two In the Colder federal court ruling which barr- the reports teed by the investigat- the largest composite treating exerMurray. Calloway and surease- Trailer Demolished
water community. three sons, Aled the George Lemalature from ing officer&
cise for the U S Atientic fleet this
Mrs Fortes was a member of
ing °pures look forward to die
At 950 am. Marie Shoemaker year.
lred Jones of Nortunville. Carl
By Fire On Friday
dariuding the winner of the Georgie
the Fairview Baptist Church at
oonone
McNutt of Murray Route Four.
Jones of Murray. and Willard
Involving et dips. 19 air squadgoverriontdp race
Para The Max H. Chun:fad FunAmercing to Mrs Paul Shahan.
driving • 1906 Ciewrilet four door rons and more than 42.000 men,
Jones of Murray Route Three; 38
eral
Home
was in change of the grandoedirken
cheirman of the concert cenardtCalloway County High &hoot
LANTPLEX, stint stank' for "AttContimed On Page SW
; 46 great rendWASHINGTON eft — Former
The new three bedroom trailer
tee, parking may be fintue on the
lantic Fleet Exercise". will be in streent entrant', under the direct- antinseements
children. two great great grandhome of Mr and M's Belly Felts President Dwight D. inenhower
lot north of University High and
progrees from November 26 through ion of Mrs Huron Jeffrey, speech
children, one great great great
In the Penny community was con- underwent a Orto-hour operation
in front of the footban maellten
December 16 Operating with the instrtaoter, adanded the Second
grandson
Special
for
Film
Showing
removal
of
his
done-feed
sumed
gall
by
flames hat Friday
a
The nubile a cordiality invited
American
Annan
fleet will be three deHMI School Oratory-InFuneral services are being held
bladder today and doctors said he
nartung about 930
Planned, Wednesday
to thin timutiftg program Prestroyers
from
Canada
terpretation Workshop held at Ellis In Society
today at 2:30 pin at the Max
nune through in "good condition."
school ctilicken sell enjoy the
X is conducted to in- ata.U. hat Illaturclay
Reports are that Mra. Felts wee
H Quantal Funeral House chapel.
A geoid Rim whewlng will be mate the defense effecttvenesa and
mudc.
Plireetaso setions from Kentucky,
vacuuming in one of the bedwith Re* Max Bailey and Rev.
heed
at the
Murree-Calloway overall cornitat misdates of all par- Toilsome, Mthouri,
rooms in the smith end of the Corporations
and Deno*
Jerry Lackey offkining GrandTwo
Murray
itudents
Are
have
been
County Library
Wedrearlay at ticipating forcee under Sinulated were reghbared kr
(reeler when smoke started pour-,
the event.
accepted for membership in Scab- sons are serving as pallbearers.
three pm Title ookr film "The wartime °ocean-ins To this end,
The two morning wagons °mMurray Students
trig in from the other end of the Formed In Area
bard and Blade. honorary military Burial will be in the Matheny
Spine of Chrietriss" on loan from segments of the fleet will parr the enet
of
inetructional and Or- society at
trailer. Only a few clothes were
Cemetery in Taiga County with
Named To Fraternity
Mirror State Univeranthem Beal will be shown Ties "aincresecor" Mmes. stile other wnl namentation
wort, and tete two sity They
saved by Mrs Feltz All of the
Max H.
Several crapeations hese been prournern will be at the
are John Paso and the arrangements by
portray either "dirienetve" or "suprender
afternoon oesokane In crentetirtIve
furniture and other contents stele formed in calloway
Churrhill Fermin Home,
JettiesMO.
and Mainlpiwt eire logartios" role&
(Continued On Page SW
Twe Murray istudnstA have been destroyed
partildpatIon between the Auby the flames. The trail- ine cottrinee which will
An pert of the exercise. more than
be of ing linnet el train PI Omega Pi, henden.
Paso, 308 North 4th Street, is
er are rime of the fUrniture Wee tenet lorsee
5.000 U. S. Manners will stage mock
nrary banner education fraternity
The wort/hop divns IWO a mice majoring in physics and
covered by inductance, but her
The Kent iicky Lake Devekp- Murray Branch Of
"over-the-beach" *ridings as deat Morray State ttraverelley. and
Chasid:Id into pease, poetry. and
sewing
and
minoring
machine,
in
washer. and ment Oorporsartm of Murray was AAUW
knave lend tomes utilize °themanother Me been elected deireate
Will Meet
drama interpretation; atory tel
edliffig science
things were Ill. trichaied in the formed at $100,000
nand
guerrilla
and
tactics
to
stop
and
fraternity's
the
to
will deal
national nonoratory.
The Nature% Panne Garden
venal analysis, broad°overage.
the advancing troops
In real mate Incorporators are
tertian in Chicago.
Elle 210 North 12th fend, a Chub will
cast. arinounoing and extemparmeet at the hnme of
The
Murray
Branch
of
the
Albert
Smith
The new member, are Mts. Vicki
and Herbert Chita wipharnrire majoring In science
The Paha' featly moved to CalMrs L. E. Fisk on Thursday. Deareas speaking
Arnerien Amociinetm of Universwood of Cincinnati, Ohio
and Mem Linda May Henry loway County In June of this
Sensed
and
Blade
aciented
16
year
In total paints based on ratings
cember 15. at 1:30 pin.
Chambers and Watkins Company ity Wren will meet Tuesday.
The delegate Is Mb. Betsy Spring- and they moved
into their ties
Cbdoway County High ranked in atudente at the eine of the fan
Chiravernas declinations will be
of Benton was inourporated with Deceni.beir 13, at 7.30 pin in the
et
trader on the lot just north of
the upper four schools, the other p:ediring Program
made and the members will anArts Building, education
100 aharea., no par. Wilt do dri- Fine
Mks Ellis, Parise Drive, la a Mrs Max
Lovettes home about
swer n le roll call wets her - rooert
three were Perin Grove, Tennesroom, second fkor.
weimmore maioring in butanes edthe finst of Atgrust They former- °welting, conetruction and con11139 AMERICA (CVA-88i (PH- see, Milan Tennemee,
. nation Mite Henry. Route 4, is
remembered Obriotmair All memMies Olara Entre of the Art
and Colda ly
hooting Billy Watkins end GerMC) Dec. 5 — Seinen Apprentice wee County.
laved to Arir.ona.
bers ors nipildbe neenti by the
junior matting in socaunting and
ald D. Chambers are incorporat- Department of Murray State UniWillisems, USN, was of Mr.
president lam K. S. rrirsn vorwi
Celia Thytor of Calloway High
versity will give an Manned lectmathernatice.
They have one son Herbert, ors.
and Mrs. Metier Williams of New
Maim Rprunger, 224 South 15th and one dandier. Janet. sophoF. F & Ft. Deveiopment Com- ure on "Habiays Aroma! the Concord, Ky,, has reported for duty was ssioncled two superiors in
humorous Inteeprehrtion of drama,
Stmt. La a intim mitring in tra- more and free/man reepectiven pany of Mayville
NORM& VA (PHTNC) Dec
MIA formed with
as a creerrnember aboard the Navy's
and crane Shoemaker one super- 1 — Airman Apprentice
inees nchteatien She ki dm a mem- at Calloway County High School. $100.000 to deal in
Members may bring guests to newest eta
by
real state and
,
* aircraft carrier US8
ior in sorbs interpretation of Doneirion l'Ygt was of Mr. and
ber of NUMMI Sigma Sigma anclel ft is reported that
SHOPPING
America while In her horneport,
bah Herbert dining and locating faKi,m also the Twenty meeting.
drama
mority and was recently reelected and Janet
Mrs Buell Dorsi/Non of Route 6,
Norfolk. Va
had canisters of nuts servile Nation& C. 0. Renertison
DAYS LEFT
en des yeses "Mae Murray Mate" and
faience
:wishing ratings of Murray. Ky.. has returned to the
The 77.600-ton went* recently
cookbooka that they were La listed as the Inoorponator.
Pt Omega PI acrepUe 10 students selling for
nenpleted refnailer training in excellence in various other events Naval Al' Station, Norfolk, Va.
Liberty Food Store of Mayfield,
school projects in the
Sw membenthip at the case of the
Kathy
Harris, Barbera with Anti-Submarine Warfare PatGoantartarno ARV Cute., and re- were
Inc. sae for-med with 600 . shares,
Maier at the bane of the fire
• fail pledging „Eirtilitlini.
Kathy
Sbibblefieed, rol Squadron -56 after a in-month
ceived a category mark of "out- Htleapple
The Feats' family ts now stay- re par Will deal in grocery busAileen Paliner, Janice Rahman deployment to the Mediterranean.
etand Mg".
ing with her mother. Mrs Labe iness Cecil C. Powell of Martin,
The Sigma Department of the
Wide In the Mednerraneen the
The attack sin-raft carrier ts the Mac Adams, end Debbie Callovray.
Cooper, at her home on the Salem Tennessee in inoorporsitcr.
Murray Woman's Ctub will meet
United States wesPor fir Mitin
anti-submarine werfare squadron
Church road between Coidwater
Manes Feoducte Inc of Mur- tonight at 6 30 pen.
at the club Whit) the Navy's number
operated from the Naval Al Farone Job.
ray was Awned at 11300,000. Will hone for the annual
and Lynn Grove.
CHRISTMAS SEALS fight TB and
Chrirman 'control of the sea" Ito aircraft
Br United From International
•
ellaonelh. Skip.
"afthIlt
deal in real eaten* and general pertly
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES
range
ter tram the ship. fighting
The primary minion at the
Weist Kenturky — Mostly cloudy
merchandise. Hugh Thames McTRUCE HERE TODAY
Members of the department will the enemy's sea, sir end ground
separdron while deployed was to
Wrath and Ruth O. MinEkath of have their children
and rather once this afternoon,
as their gust& forces.
Mrs Judy Miller, Route 2, has act to aupport
of surface unite
tex*fit and They. Ooresilonal
The lit.etiodiet Mountain Mi- Louisville; Mirlain M. Mobley and Banta Claus
will be present to
been
thbted recording secrettil of the U.11 Sixth Fleet. in additOrrin* of light catade this after- nton truck is in Murray tinday. Las M. Mobley, Albany, Cleceria; Mae Sets and favors to each child
ANGUS SOLD
of Angie Betts Alpha
honorary ion to participating in fleet exerninon Teeth this afternoon 34-34 Drenthe'. 12, to pick up olothing Merry Prances Mee:kraal Cox and
Hostess for the evening are
library science trate,-ray at Mur- cise with the
North Atlantic
Low tnniatit 26-e4 High Tuesday (
nothing of all lance is being C L Os, Normal, Illinois: Wil- Mrs Don Keller. chairman, Mrs
Teem McDougal, Murray, re- ray State Univereity
Treaty Organnation and
31-34 Waira Twirl:being 6-14 maps inswhe to the beasernen of the liam Mad MeEtrath and Betty H. lent; Kart*
nonMre Z C. Erdx, ern* wild an Aberdeen-Angus
Mrs.
Meter
Ia
a tuntor ineJor- chatting
anti oubrnarine
per hose Cactiek Wedneeday — First Meguslist °blush today for Meenrath. latleigh, North ORT- Mrs Bethel Rinhardenn,
pasha
Mrs Bob- bull to Young Lovett, Atom, Ker- ing In aisle:thin- education
arid diming eurvedience feeds, and
Peaty cloudy and a lathe wanner. the truck.
obna are incorporators.
by Train, and Mrs. Morgan Sisk. tucky.
thinning In hietory.
worth and rescue mignon&
e

Garvis Paschall Is

College Choir
Will Sing
Tomorrow

Enormous Man-Made Epidemic
Of Lung Cancer Hits Nation

LATE WIRE NEWS

1nm

chi-L.-

Young Mother
Passes Away
On Saturday

102 Year Old
Resident Dies
On Saturday

PTA Will Hear 'Song
Of Christmas' Tonight

Saturday

Calloway Students In
Top Four Schools Of
Annual Speech Meet

John Pasco, James

tr.

Garden Club Meets
With Mrs. Fisk

Eddie Williams On
Navy Attack Carrier

Bobby Donelson Is
Back At Norfolk

Sigma Department
Will Meet Tonight

WEATHER REPORT

6

Mrs. Judy Miller
Officer Of Group

'to

V.
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Alcoholics In Movies May Be
Way To Cut Dawn On Drinking

PUBLISHED by LEDGER it TIMES rIIIIILESHLRG COMPANY. Sta.
Contionnitson id Me Murray Ledger, The Calloway Twain and TM
Octocer 20, 1928, and the Wad Kentuctuan, January
1, 1942
JAMIE' C WIL/JAMB. PUBLISIBBK
We roomrve lbe rioett to reject any Advertising, lotam to Me Sato.
or Public Voice items wincti, in our,
opinion. are not for Me boil lemon al our maciars.

The Alemesee

by lion* Fines Iligernallemi
NATIONAL REPRIniKNTATIVIin WALLACK WIThi/M CO. ISM
Today
Monday. Dec. 12. the
Madison A1NL, Maimplark Tenn. Tune & Die Bldg, New York, N Y.;
Stephenson Bldg Dotson, hitch
mon /say of 1908 with 19 to lotintorno n the Poo Oftce, Murray, Kentucky, ur transrainuou aa ion
The moon
beta em its new
Second Clams Matter.
plame and km quarter
SCUMCRIPTION BAT: ity °artier In Murray. per week 36c., per month
The morning ken: are Mars and
11-10 in Calloway and adjoining counties. per year.M.M. eifiewhere. 61.118. Jupiter.
the avertieg Mae la illaterm
'TM Onleimeniee CM= kieet of a Oosamonan t the
nen a.m. of the UMW
Integrity of to Iliewspapse
Baena depeor Omit. John as.
me hers ea Ibla MY In MI.
MONDAY
DECEMBER 12, 1966
On Ibis dky
boors:
IIIM, the AIWA! Ocean was
Meg* by the mind* WI tits
moms kit sbe Bret tuna Oirgank.
me Monaco on Maireoundland usBy UNITED PRESS iNTEKNATIIONAL
teemaind
maw -a- amit by
WASHINGTON -- The National Advisory Cancer Council
code tre di ople1Mor in
reporting on what it called a man-Made epidemic of lung tte Mei& Wee
cr.neer
la MC, Alba L Undo *lbIn 1966 approximately 42.000 men and 8.000 women will dim tin United bane Wobies
die of lung cancer, a largely preventable dLsease for which nom the Antennas Federation of
Cigarette smoking Ls largely responsible
Inbar kw the mond mak
In Mi. Man Cbailms MAW
CINCINNATI — Mrs Nancy Laskey, mother of a man held how a nosawah yea plume semi
for quebtioning concerning the strangling of sax women dur- then Si. glom the ipised of sonled.
le MM. the Priongoinim Omer
ing the past year:
-My boy isn't a killer. He couldn't have done it. I lock my noon announced an trnagicti by
door just like all the women do here You don't know where onennatimad rebel maim limed in
Argeniana bad been owned.
the strangler will strike next"
A thong* to the day — NOUNIran theologise Jottnikan lldwarda
CHICAGO — Premier Fidel Castro in an interview in Playmain "I assert nothing comes to
boy. magazine, claiming that thejlnited States made a sec- pia without
a came "
ret dead with Cuba and the Stahel Union not to Invade Cuba
during the 1962 missile crisis.
'I can bay to you that even more agreements exist benders. about which not a worn has ever been said
. one
day, perhaps, it will be known that the United States made
some other concessions in relation to the October crisis besides those that were made public."

Quotes From The 'News

NEW YORK -- The Ford Foundation, annoomeing the
allotment of $10 million for a series of weekly high calibre
televeigion programs to be broadcast next fall on edtica471
television stations from coast to coast:
We are persuaded that. LI first rate production Cali be
married tolitst rate minds, and focused on questions that
Matter, the nation can be °they'd enlightened consent at
a level never seen before"

MONDAY — DECEMBER 12, 1966

Crime Rises
10 Per Cent
By September

By ?Armee MeCORMACK
ing—ail suggest a definite change
!lolled Trees International
for the better
NEW YORK 019 — "IDA* You
So far, according to the report,
amid have seen yourself," wife says the three sub)eets tnvolved have
to hung:wee mate the morning at- 'title favorable changes in their
in
WC and area%
ter boaleci ennui put him in the laves "flwe awes nwukar yaia. —ether
0 nw boa nave does fin Here high road
being On the sidelines for years.
Soneunies, of mune. it's the husAt is Ohisaintia jun Monad ibit
Wtw put the akoh.hc into a
oorner and the children have be- band who makos the sr.me remark mane as part of trait/nem?
gun 'Mine their Grandmother to a wife who made the scene in
corneliaon explroaect snot they would kke for Cbrin- a Ing way the night before.
"When inebriated. we cannot see
It* turnimg out skis them* more turadves as we really me. The
Mrs Moue Spanks of amelhog wisdom to the Net Yinlaar re- drunker we get, the is we know
Green sae the weekend guest oi work dust ausei As see
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JAM/ AtAbgban lama over bed of 6-year-old son Zoltan in
the hoepltal In Thousand Oaks. Calif. where he underwent
surgery after being mauled by a hon. It happened stale she
wee reins be problidtg pictures at Jungleland zoo.
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Telephone
Talk
by
BOB CARPENTER
Tour Telephone Manager

NEED 10 KNOW AN 01)1-OF-TOWN PHONE
SEW It's easier than ever to find it—by dialing direct
You've heard of dialing your own Long Distance calls, and
maybe you've tried it. If u), you know that Direct Distance
Dialing is fast, and easy, and fun—and .
that it,savcs you up to 35% over the cost
of calling person-to-person.
But do you know that you can also dial direct for Long '
Distance Information?
Here's bow: First, did' "I".
Then the area co& of the'city
you want to calk, if g's afferent from your own (cheek the
*int pages of your phope book
for this).
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Now A the ter.
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and better heifers
it well pay you well because: produce more
• MILK PRICES ARE HIGHER—
and daughters of
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Remember—it costs no more
to raise the best
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As erns,. of the triettrety Artiectil smains Arun

and the Long Distance Informahon operator will be glad to look
up the number for you.(You may
be asked for your own number.

-MOST WANTIKI" — Everett
Leroy Biggs (above), charged
with • series at holdups lo
Diatom, Montana and Oklahoma. M the new nano on
FBI's list of 'Tea Molt
Wanted" fugitives Biggs is
six feet tall. weighs 200, has
blue eyes, brown hair, and
has • heavy build.

but there won't be any charge.)
And, when you've grit the number you want, make your
call thc easy way--dial direct. Siva you wise, and money,
and )ou'll enjoy it, too.
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MURRAY. ItERTEDIET

Gogolak's Foot
Expensive To Time Out
Cowboys

Fins
•

TIMES

Y
n

Avai,"z„ Feathers

first half. Two Murray players
morel 18 points, Don Duncan arid
Billy Mumbler. Dick Cunningtrim
and Rick Haverstock each spored
11 points. Jim Stocks rounded mt.
Murray's double figure sowers with
10 points.

Ron Kaiser led the Wildcats with
17 points, Billy Jones added 15 for
his team, and David Mitchell 13.
By GALE GARRISON
Murray hit 46.9 percent of their
Murray State took an early lead, field goals, and 85.3 percent
of
but lost it and went behind before
their free throws. Louisiana Coltaking the lead back, to go on to
win over Louisiana College, 106 to
83.
The Racers led 5 to 0 when McClain hit a Us-up to put the Wildcats in the scoring column. less
than three minutes later they had
the lead art 9 to 6. The scoring was
swapped between the two teams until Herb McPherson hit a Yuma
shot with 11-17 left le the half to
tie the game at 19 all.
Don Duncan gaealifurray a short
!Wed lead with a kayos), only to
have Mitchell knot the pane at
21 to 21 Twenty seconds later Dick
Cunningham damked one to give the
Racers a 23 to 21 lead, which they
never gave up.
Murray led 56 Co 42 at, half time
and ran their lead up to 20 points
several times in the second half,
and as mush as 23 points at Ot13
i.irrie Their final margin was 32
points.
The Racers were led in scoring
by Herb McPherson with 21 points,
15 of his points were sewed in the

Lew Alcindor Hits 38
Points Saturday To
Down Duke; Cats Win

14
;4
444efevp

firaallguitWajs IA

•

Racers Down
Louisiana 10583 Saturday

- By kBy JOE GERGEN
By Ed and Lee Smith
UPI Sports Writer
Charley Gogaisle whose r g it
GALE GARRISON
Every dog owner has his own special requirements in a Toot is insured Dor $1 mentor', may
dog. To some a set of papers and a popular blood line is all have cost the Dallas cowboys at
they need, others enter every contest and have a driving least that iniJCII with tele swift
kick.
desire to own a "field full" of trophies, while others care noGogolak, the Isight, Hungarianthing for any of these things. They are not interested in a
born sneer-style kick of the Wadishow dog or a headliner. They want only a good 'Cooner who
• performs obediently and consistently. We have no quarrel ington Redskins. gave the Cowboys
a boot right where it hurt when he
Wingo plus Farmington plus Hickman County plus Sedalia
with any of these, however we perhaps don't "put enough connected on a 29-yard field goal
stock" in trophies, medals and honors as we generally con- with four seconds remaining to seild plus Benton plus University School makes a total of six wins
sider they were won in one event under given conditions and Dallas down to a 34-31 defeat.
for Calloway''knew I was right, just a little early in saying
The Washington victory restraindo not "take the full measure of man or hound". Some of the
it.
best people and hounds have never even received a Thank ed the Cowboys at least temporar•
•
•
ily.
from
olinchang
the
National
You, much less a medal. To us the real winner is the one who
League's
Tournament will open
Christmas
Eastern
Football
Division
County
Colloway
The
turns in the best performance possible under all conditions,
championehip and the right to meet
day by day.
up Wednesday night with Murray High taking on Mayfield.
the Green Bay Packers in the NFL
•
•
•
The Tigers were runnersup in last year's tourney, defeatchampionship game on Jan. 1.
.
We are especially pleased at the response we are getting Since the title game, ivhich earn- ing Hopkinsville Attucks 55 to 49, and Trigg County 66 to 56,
from Calloway County 'Cooners to the special invitation to ed net revenues of better than $1
before falling to Carlisle County 64 to 56 in the final game.
these boys to enter the Twin Lakes Buddy Hunt next Satur- million last year. will serve merely
Mayfield lost to Carlisle County in the first round, last
day night, December 17th. We have the promise of several to as a prelude to the multi-nation
year
Super
season.
Bowl
65 to 60../
this
Gogolak's
join this hunt. We are especially grateful to some of these
The defending Champs, Carlisle County, will meet Hickmen who are entering despite the fact that they normally do blow could have heavy economic
not enter any contest of this type and do not Aire for trophies. consequences for Dallas.
Hickman didn't play last year.
The Cowboys, however, did gain man County in the night-cap.
They are competing solely for the hunt, to meet their friends
who was defeated by Trigg
Sedalia,
Thursday
night
On
at least a tie for the title since the
and hounds
but most especially to lend a hand in help- runnerup St. Louis CerclineJs were
last year, wW be playing Hickman County. Calloway will meet
ing get this ..
ub "on the road".
upaet 16-10 by the first-year Atfirst round of play.
Twin Lak
bers: You have been screaming for*Ca1- lanta Falcons. But Dallas 9-3-1 can Lowes in the final game of the
Both Murray and Calloway will be playing teams that
loway boys, now
u will have them. Let's see how many you be tied by St. Louis 8-44 and forccan sign up and If you can make the hunt exciting enough ed into a playoff should the Cow- defeated them once this year. Murray lost to Mayfield last
boys loer to the New York Giants Tuesday night, and Calloway to Lowes on November 23. The
to make them want to enter again. The Callaway
will be there December 17th, so let's see itilllit log 00 lath next week and the Cardinals knock Lakers also fell to Mayfield last Friday night.
them. This is 4 real 9har,re for the club so don't "muff it" off the Cleveland Browne.
By United Press International
•
•
•
Browns Eliminated
boyg,
Lew Alcirwiar showed Duke you
. .
Cleveland 8-5 was eliminated from
Beginning with this week I shall run a picture and a short
,
4,1 tIN. iiiiiii• viA ipiilaa
•
can't keep a good nen down.
the race by dropping a 33-21 decheerleaders, from the local schools.
The 7-Tout-1 Alcirsior. UCLA's
In fall-rifts to some of our better himtere Whtirliihinds who cision to the Philedelphia Eagles. story of one or two
This week's cheerleader is sensational sophomore center, stuffare •mt accustomed,to ht•nting with grotgas.(buti *Melon-Apt Elsewhere. Pittaturgh
plastered
Brenda Jones, 17 year old dau- ed in 38 points Staisirday night to
rou this time) rnaLwe offer a suggestion? Woiad you consIda New Yort 47-28, Ban PrigoriaX)
lead 'Vs young Bruin teem to a
s 'Wild 'Coon hurit"'?'some of the* gay*Iniglit ltitireeitiqoa mauled the Chicago Beare 41-14
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Euin D.
107-87 rout over highly regarded
tired Prize and el inbotallUal quantity cif dorlObtt tidthfletrine and Minnesota cruelhed Detroit 26Jones.
Duke and a two-garne sweep over
16.
neat Perhaps: wont:n1ght/044ra la •// SO/ Pelt*PM Vide;
Brenda is a senior at Cal- the vtors horn the South.
Green Bey clinched the Western
wiliiiii be interestinK i if i cou could set "a wee out kn lit
The towering New Welter, who
title on Seturday by beating the
loway,
and is in her third year
min aild his hounds be on his own and see who br n
let his mates do most of the sowBaltimore Colts 14-10.
as a cheerleader at the school. ing Friday night as the Mae Devils
Zel
e'dt Cteh. 1.1131 a tibt UPS kvbitki ll/W.4'W itt tat
lbt.a'
Dallas. needing ordy a tie to wrap
beeping and,probably
She is 5'2", has brown hair, swarmed over him with a colepsup Its flrist champlonehip ever, led
.hasn•mmxtwoivi•ap••464‘
Mg three-dam defense, found the
could work them ciel. Wq
and brown eyes.
the
xr Waddington 31-24 in the renal querkey Saturday He hit for 18 field
smile' of rthe4 Men' .i.101 )i
Idailly provol t'lleir ns despite the tee of regular
Brenda is a Member of the male arid two af seven free throw
ability. Cone hunt would only peeve one thin',taw
- quarterback Don Meredith for the
Martins Chapel Methodist atternon as UCLA. top-razed ns,11
Cowenure
second
the
half
But
Ins that these hounds and owners have entered „sof
y of
Church, an active member of tionally. swept men to Its third
boys normally temente on dethese li
e
about the
dogs fense. were tumble to stop Washvictory in as many games.
the M.YF., and recreation
who h
bably Meet's Sonny Jtugerusen.
Kentucky Winner
leader
of
the
Murray
Subdis"runn
we be
work
Jorgensen hit Charley Taylor
from
trict. She is a member of the
al* cape up with solhethan
In other actlon involving the
Or the with a 66-yraid bomb midway thrononugh the nesse to draw the RedBeta Club, F.B.L.A., Pep Club, top 10, Texas Western stepped Southern Methodist 71-82, ICentticity
skins even Then, with the help of
and F.H.A. She is also on the
edged Northwestern 1184116,
Now'Ave only one major problem* What to do with a long palm by A D Wiltheid
Annual Staff this year.
San State downed Wichita State
the ladies? If we could wort out a mutually agreeable solu- ankh carred Worthington iniale
Brenda lases
the Deena 110-yard line, Jurgenaen
103-68, Houston dumped HSWILli 93Her
favorite
sports
are
tion for them we would have solved the biggest problem facpilotel the 'Skins into field goal basketball, baseball and swimming.
E4, Lounville nipped FICIUttlern Illi• ing the 'Coon hunter's family.
nois 70-06 in doubie overtime, New
Tante and Goma* kicked his **Brenda plans to attend Murray State University, where
Tonight, December 12th. is the date for the Twin Lakes and threle-eniater of the same to
Mesiao bilsteci Texas Tech 80-50
she
will
major
in English or Elementary Education.
Coonhunters Club meeting Hope you boys will get plans made produce • atunfirang upset
ani Brigtarn Yours trounced St.
Qogolak
evernfitnir Teddy'ttrinake-the December 17th Buddy
illsrrs of California 1011-5/
•
•
•
. apra*Man tn ""'"lifr
earailh-esriked North Carolina, and
the most enjoyable and successful event of the year. ton whose
'
il•Eddie. Pennington averaged 84 percent in his picks
Vielrua Tech No to were Idle
r intention to make an appearance to collect infor- sured by lAoyd's of Logskin for the last week, missing only one
Tuesday
night and two Friday
Kenna. even with he "low" 19meet the families and, would you believe, take a Relerkire. les put Dalin at the nt
mercy or his big brother, Pete
Fraley night. Is averpoint out
.•
at the hounds/ We are looking forward to meeting Origniak
of the Gents.
tfle games he missed were Carlisle over Line Oak, Fancy aging 316 points per game He
•and wg might even get a picture or two.
Klektag Cassia
opened his vanity career with a
Farm, and Mayfield over Calloway. He had 16 right.
•
•
•
The Cardnale alio were booted
56-performance swim* crosstownThe "Pennington Prognostications" for this week are rival Southern Catifornei en week
Whit Imes, attention: We are Informed that you are out of • chance to deadlock the
In knowledge" concerning every phase of Pet Hunt- Cowboys. Merits punter BIy Lo- Wing° over Fultpil, Lyon County over Lone Oak, Fulton Co. before meeting the Blue Deves.
Date Coach Vic Dubow whose
e would apnreciate a note or visit from you. We are *ridge hernmered the Cards into aver Farmington, St.
Mary over Reidland, Livingston over charges were supposed to provide
Ily lacltt•tr In hews or information on this type of a tree time and again with booming kicks of 52. 47. 36, 52 &MI 57 Heath, Sedalia over Cuba, North Marshall over Lowes, and the true test for time young Bruina
R We v,j4-2. sincerely alipreciate a call or visit from
yards and set op the Faboons' touch- Calloway over South, and one more that we hope is wrong, unmet it up alter he diorama
Fox Hunter. Do you realize we don't have one Fox Huntdorm snd one of Lou Kimmel Trigg over
weekend.
Murray High. (Go Tigers, beat those Wildcats!)
ound in our Mel We need you. Are the 'Coon Hunters three field mails It was the thee
"There's only one word for AlOn Friday he picks Fulton City over University, (Come cindor-problen Every second he's
this
ly people who read us? They and the Haotnt Hunters victory in four nanea for Atlants,
a
t all we hear ironi.
which can become the most soc- on, Colts!), Lone Oak over Ballard, St Mary over Heath, on that coot he's a problem "
Donny Kell we are awaiting your call. We have no
- orreful rookie club In NFL history Tilghman over South Marshall, Symsonia over Wing°,
Score Fifth Win
Freby hermits* Pittsburgh next week.
• trilitbjr at all on the December 10th hunt at Hickman.
donia over Farmington, Palmersville over Cuba.
What? No fuss from James Brown yet? We met Mr. and
Texas
Western. the defending
Al Nelson, Who never before had
Saturday picks are Fteidland over Fancy Farm, Hopkins- MCA.% change:el and ranked see11tis. Alvin Farris Friday for a moment. Mrs. Parris is -a very sowed a touchdown in the NPL
friendly and nice lady The Mr. says we're "setting Mr. brown returned a short field goal attempt ville over Ballard, and another win for the Big Blue, TlIghmani oral ads week, scored Its fifth
straight victory as the lieriers. pacon him again". Could be! Somehow we believe that aiguineill 100 yards to break Cleveland's bark over Farmington, and lost of all St. Mary over Tilghman.
ed by Dave Lattice 21 points stopand Sam Baker fire/heti off the
Will NO on with or without us.
Now for the opening round of the Calloway County ped Southern Methodiet while third
Brooks Gibson: We know you iiIKI your
is a eel to Brom* with four fieki Moab as Christmas Tournament, Mayfield
over Murray, Hickman over -ranked Kentucky. with Pat Ri/ey
Philadelphia
moved
Into
a
tie
for
all parts of the country to enter field trials
hitting two tree throve In the kat
Carlisle,
Fulton
third
The
victory
was
County
the
Ihries'
over
Sedalia, and Calloway over two seconds,
hope to see you at Twin Lakes Dicein!,t :'"I.
nipped Northwestern
emend in • row behind third-eitrtng Lowes.
to avert their second deist of the
trgularback Jack Concannon.
Be real nice to see Calloway and Murray High in the week.
Elijah Pieta sowed both Green Finals.
Riley led Kentucky, an opal victim of Vireinet Teeth eerier in the
Bay toachcketans and Dave Fteteinson recovered a Johnny Unitas
week. sith 33 points white Northwas nnnunbeing toward the .real females. teaIn In league history. werterna Jim Bruns whole kiyup
fumble on the Packers' nine-Yard
Brie
with
die
winning touchclown. The 47 points sowed by the Steel- at the buzzer to de the game was
line in the final two minutes to
dew up the Packer's' wound %loese,' ran the total points yielded by disiellowed. scored 84.
New Record
Mart Aitioh tailed 36 and lee Las/ye western title arul their fifth
I the Gents this year to 494. airIn !seven yearn Unitas was hit by
Pittriburgth gave New Yorkthe paean( the 462 allowed by time 1960 fayette dropped in 20 as Michigan
defensive end Willie laves as he detraction of beinsr the most de- 13016Thpre mit•
State downed Wichita ante.
Rookie sidetyroan Alvin Randolph
In other action. Villances edged
ran back an tnterrepteel pose 94
yards and a touchdown and vet- Marquette 80-78. St Jeseeph's Pat
eran degenshe back Lerma Alex- downed St Francis Pa 83-71, South
sealer moored two others on a Am- Carolina beat Maryland 65-63. Michble recovery and a 44-yard pant lye n treeet Davidson 71413. PYRR
return as Seri Francisco Jolted the State downed Dritke 90-83. Deerevine beat Notre Dame 106-90. ilouBears.
thern Caldbmie whipped Depaul
Fran Tarkenton tooted three 82-79, Wet Virginia nipped Illinois
touchdown pares to lift Menne- 90-88. Vanderbilt stopped Wake Pinseta out of the Western cellar and • 52-83, Loyola of CAMP)
whir,drop the Lams into lent place.
ped Minnie Wealeven 89-68. Dayton
routed Eastern KenUalry 104-82 arid
Arizona Slate took cseighton
Now YOU KNOW
760.

r,00ners
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ISOM MIR
lege hit 44.4 percent of their field
goals laid 71.9 percent from the
line,
meegRAY 1105) - McPherson 21,
Duncan 18. Chumbler 18, Cunningham 11, Haverstock 11, Stocks 10,
Miller 6, Lambert 2, Moran 1, Roeder 4.
LOUISIANA (n) - Deheusse
5, Bates 11, Kaiser 17, McClain 11,
Mitchell 13. Janes 15, Sylevest 2,
Perkins 7, Lacaz 2.
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MEMBERSHIP BADGE!
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE !
BIRTHDAY DINNERS FOR ALL MEMBERS!
&WWI

G'IPER Mitt. NA! CII APPI1l11101111411t1ION

.44
Enjoying his 9th birthday at Jerry's is Kevin Lawson,
the Guest of Honor. Kevin lives on Glendale Road in
Murray. Pictured, from left to right, are: Mrs. Ted Lawson, Greg Lawson, Kevin Lawson and Connie Lawson.

JeMO Restaurant
So. 12th Street

Morris h‘

THE STAR OF
HAPPIER HOLIDAYS
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Get Your Christmas
Gifts For The Whole

Family at Murray Homes! Auto

•

UNTIL 3 P.M.
al, CHRISTMAS

Make every member of the family happy with a gift from Murray Home & Auto Store. We have housewares, sporting goods,
Toys, plus many more at

Murray Home & Auto Store
Northaide Shopping Center

IfiiiriCOMMICOMPIrsiION WOO/01

IS

11* 753-2571

A%KW WM WM AllitinNUOIN WM WOO

by United Preis International
About. 10 million elernentery and
artionelary rituderita and 803000
otrillere and tailvereibir /tridents
now receive pat of *bar our
riculum by tele/Won, according to
the Plitt rtoutichtion.
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SAYS
SNICA<LY
•

Be sure
fires are out
-co14!
oPe-asilier'a

t

is a Shopper's Loan
from Tfrieli
be'
Good times are even better when your
Holiday plans begin with a visit to our
office. With a handy Shopper's Loan, you'll
be able to shop with cash and save! An
added advantage - only one convenient
monthly payment instead of the usual
delugepf bills in January. Visit or call us
for your Holiday Loan today.

Holiday Loans $50 to $800

nrmE

FINANCE CA

Southside Shopping Center

Phone: 753-6702

Murray, Kentucky
-I
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Lcager & Times
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flu la.11111Le *AIM Student Tunes In
Baroque Music
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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UNIVERSITY PARK. Ps. aft People awe Lear on bing-in
10144141 04ranausangto Rod. repass I.
W Haniuton,'extens•Cill zoom and nuurition speoriau
o fuse PentaparLar. Late Urnvans)
Some people pan weight even ri
Ley eat ELM food and others
cant gain weight no matter how
:noon they eat, Le said.

NeZI

In one study ot
nunlike=
Probate*, a group of medical SSW
cletud,
Lica of the food Ley
ate 1
make sea 1M10 to 5,000
non. The tap
Teau.-t
canna' for the
on...A
Lis Lath rehafon
betemegi
at gem of the
Auden. and Ube food be me.
Camping children at
to bare
Itis same variatania. mead Mu
Mennison. Otakiren with ganglar
Gem. heigZ*. sepia. and body
meteor thou conedezable
ence in be mulct they eat210w much energy • person sees
to do a certain yob shows thus to
be uve. Moen ashitara men at the
stone age. sear. and «indiums/at
ware measured tor the amount of
enemy they used whet. marchmg.
verwthons mere considerable. Men
were tested marching on • level
surface at • httie over three
mace an how Men acne the
Meet enemy bUrned i
row accrete • minute while some men
dad tame Ulat amuunt of energy
•• •

Personals
Mr. mad Mrs. Joe It Adams of
abed ere the parents of a disIghtar Tali Jo. OGI5 D0191111.1r
at the Illurray-Callaray Mundy
EkapS.Ai
fine
weighed
eight
pounds and ntne ounces NM
Genie Aniatenag of Hasa
Iste
011/11130513114r.
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Social Calendar
Meaday. Deraerher U
cif the Esigtern Star w111
The Lolin Orme PTA will meethold As reguha meeting
at 7:30
at the allot* at seven pm. The pm at the liseccitc
Bal.
smand and third grades eft have
.
.
change uf toeObrasimas pnamant.
The Brodie CrOns earner nt the
•••
RCM Mellbodlet chums woos
The children at Hamel Schcoi •
meet at the Woman's Club
present a Caraingsa program lime at 1:30 pm for
a dinner
at the sothoi at seven pm True Meeting Mrs. Fad Jobs
n grogram
Mg be Ste Hese. PTA meeting leader and Dim
Kari lionuog
foe Demeiter.
Oweollansi /Rader.
•• •
• ••
Clesehia Gamma chapter
a The Tappan What Climb will
Seta ilkpas PM salt meet et the have • dmner meeting
at lbs
Ilona of Mai Sylvia Thomas.
Trim,* Inn at sax pm. llosennas
The Ansmirem Legion and Atm:- inn be Mrs. Cleans(hm.
04lehr MIK ham • dinner party at
Jack Codwan, Mrs.
at 6.30 p.m. All Morella Cala aced him Jerry
Ma
lapionnairies and therifainibes
ant meshed.
•• •
•••
arch I lual the Penh Dorm
Dorothy Mame grab al First Girth at the That Methodist
Presbyter/en Church Wawa will Clisurch WOOS MI have a Joint
mem at 7 30 pin_ In the home aseetam at the wed& haZ at two
.1 NIL Zeff.e Woods, North lath • ilieth Mks V R. Windsor sad
Shah tor their annual Christ, Sirs J T. Sammons aa chairman
ohm prherain and h.% michaoge. Mrs Hannan Dronk Is pogrom
• •.
loader.
•••
The
Shush
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Orom
Ilteemmelters Club will meet at
Tbe Bessie Maim% Maryleon•
the MMus a stra nem
1Pas- WM, and Aim Wagon' Coulee at
alma at IS
am. Illacti one is the Firm Madextm Caurd3 W15015
to IN1114 • 111f1 bar Weeuern dome 'nil meet at the home cd Mrs.
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Boren. at 0.30 am
•••
The Russian Ourshig
Cases atar Yam Swag Meath
lbr Phut% 441 Ohneuesa Peaty
ma taws a potluck tanner at the mai be held at 3 JO pin to the
church at ax pm.
eighth grade roan
•• •
•••
Tao anthem Ciudd a the First
Illtedirmday, Deeember 14
°brawn Church CWP ml mast
The Asta and Crafts Club eh
wish lbw Ft. D. Lexamon at 730 Wee Se Chreatras peaty at the
pm
home or Me C h Pond at 2.30
• ••
pm Ali roarabers Wiped to atThe Mosta Sell Mays Circa of tend.
•••
the Mt Meshodia Cliskoh WOOS
win meet at the r.dial bell at
Tbe New Concord Rarriemakers
7:30 pm
Club wit comet at the home of
• ••
Mrs
C. flegmoet at 10'-30 ant
Tkw Senna Department of the for • potluck lunch and
ChrutMurray humane Club eh have nag piety Bundthse
hunch will
a Christi:nee party far the Things be revealed
ea the be
•••
house at il.a/ pa
Hostesnes are Mesclemes Doit HAThe Watt Wlian and Weakain
W. Lome Coheir. Z C Enix, Cireh of the ling
Metharbet
Magma flak. By Tom. stet Musa WIIIC.5 ma mast
at the
Babel Raatordata.
axial tat et 6.30 pm Meet aod
•••
dna*
be funawbed and the
The Theta L,.
-u at the 55115 i1 be Pdthich Bach memMersey Woman II Okils will have bar is asked to bring a
one duia Cathamas dinner at the Gina Mr gat to be aucssousel
•
•
house46 6:16 pm lionmees
•
fl
be lira Clashes Hale, Mrs. Robert
The Palestine Methocia Mouth
Illegkins. and Ulm Meallia Clear lagmar. theses. at Christen
Ser•••
vice all meat 46die home of
The
Prolamine
Hannewaltera Raw and Mrs Penny at ten am
Club wal Mee • duaner at the A pellnek suppm
heairved.
Botatinde itostasaraza at
•• •
on
mp
The Mahe Genre Hamainekare
•• •
CIO ell meet at she home al
Tethigy. neeember 11
Mrs Clyele Weather A phut
The AAL1W ea meet in the amedeson win be served
• ••
Lae area building education roam.
second Moor. at 7 30 p.m Ma
The Oates Chump Grove MeClore hip, MS present the pro- thoebet Church WOOS we meet
mom
at the horoe el Mrs TM Willem
•••
at seven pm
•••
Mes NePa PrueSdence ficirnerrakern Club wall meet with Mra
The
Pearlman
Homemakers
LArrl Otrd at Len am for a pat. ,Cllub sail newt at the Woman's
AK* luncheon
Olub House at 10.30 am

-.Mrs.

• ••

Circle III at the Pim Begant
Church WM. Mil meet lath Mee
W C. ablemer at 9 30 am
...
Circle TV of the rtra Baptist
Obeirelt VMS will alma wale
Balk, F. Regan§ at two pin
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Make sour own door hangrra and
-enterpierec from our large selection of material.

r -'44,-- ' .
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DEAR ABBY. In reference to
"HURT," whom husband went to
an office party after telling her
that no ernes were turned, but she
Mer learnea
that she. HAD
BEEN invited
Per a long tame I believed those
atones about utilize parties, reie--DMA parties, fainica, and oudnzs
where no Wives were ItivIteld, only
eto Tand out be not only were they
kerlited. but WI husband bad been
moortiog another mess's wife and
hartalming bet se be own.
TIM "HURT" to check to see if
her hushasal didn't take sane other

His remedial readers differ front
the truthilunaf "Deca-and-Jane"
primers. he said, in Introducing
only one vowel aotuwi u • time
The reader lawns the -s" in Jane
before hating "ran' and 'a-Some children can't read bemuse we've never tatIELY them.
Oldvan said. -We've never isiggb,
than the relationehip between the
printed symbols and the wards

EXPERJICNCIZO

• • •
• • •

%While Cidvin and 53 other adupe tmaisd about lingtialas end
vowel-decoding. ?ME Weber and
his enaanates meted nowt* on
their reading - end game much
Moyne relligute for MIng programmed Inn:Mem
"UX mate Le a same
play
by mired- it has funny pictures.
And Mimi' late and gum and
not jag slay old girls and boys',"
PTank" teglIstnett, periallahig an
'ta" into 'Man wore a vr-em Mt"
At soother table, Koren Link
10, wen may apidaing a goose them - whIgh about LI M
Parmiradmie children In the gliteed fourth, OM and larabh-arlda
climes are kerning wits the pmgetimened teaks, "1 knew haw to
play a Wale bit, before," admitted
Karen. who uses be- diem workduring
book
morning
rowing
hours "Hut I ueed to lose a lot
- and now I %vs' when I pay st
lune with my friends:*

•

Mrs Janet Older who teaches
the Farmingdale remedied readtng dam AAA an children "love"
the system -11 we lave any protean- she rainartad. -na that
some of the evaders bare too
much tun. 6rall go bemts ton
wieldy to retain. It's anthusteem,
though so I guess Ste a pretty
nice problem."

•

•••
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO tiA1NT"
OMAR ABBY I may be cid-tathtoned. but I ttunk
in very poor IN LONG ISLAND: 31 say you're
taste to mac money for Carets:cos not. Year letter reminded me of
My muther-h-lerer sends my child the prayer Nt. Aagustbie addressed
a dheck every Manama& and I to heaves when be ass a yams
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Evans Held Sunday
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smandmali check. Shook' I tell her
to target it./
140 NAME, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME.: No. You could
expiele is year child that the caeca
La bis to he sated or spent for something be mats. 1 think itS peeleribis to galas a chat • gift he
neather at.. Der 060 UM. 6412 fort
he must lump ler wane yet, wearl
bemuse Ws grandma's Christmas
gift. One thing abaut mosey, the
color is always right, and yon don't
have to worry about
It Ma
into any pocketbook.
•••
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at Home
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Untied Press laMeniatiesial
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4PONCA CITY CPI - When the
benoque period musical sae, currying)* Le re on theELISE CLIMA.
tuts Othatiorna Doug Martin. of
Ponca Clay, wit be able to rule
It In *34e.
Martin, 19 and • musk major
at Southwestern College In Winheld, Kan.. is now ommlit LIP in
a revival M the baroque period
of comic.
Be macle be own herpteohord
Be got the aim tor the 16th-.
to-,A
cmitaisy
/nem bat year fnora one of his
By Abigail
college protemars, `who played •
DEAR ABBY. My husband
band saki
chsvictirrd sibialr, be bed built
I nave been separated tor three
trona a kit.
f'
montas. We have five children
Young Maitai learned where he
under 6, and I mu seven mouths
could get a be for a bezpoortord
pregnant. now There a this tramp
Lerma the summer months, he
i2 alma who bee been emiling
worked evenings. putting the hi- lauthend.
She tough; hem abdut
strianect ehrether.
$an worth of new cinboa. a new
The limpeathund Is a one-vote rgle. a Whim rod and reel, plus
instrument with no foot pedalo. n she keeps him In liquor add clearMa a lever called a kite Mop eta. and has furnished him with a
which mums the round to Mem- oar and gas. He Mum% even been
late the muse at a lute and mutes wortag bezeuee the gwee nun
the volume sonimilait
spencing money.
The harpsictaxd produces ks
lie as 25. son the a 29. His mothtones by the pluck/rig at de PI er a ea Dor K. Sim ma he a lucky
strings by pestle fingers mounted to have a woman who is path to
on aces operated trim a b7-note Aim, and besides, ELM Mat he
t
workiog be has time to am her. I
treyboard
The ratings are made of three cant Cbalpete with this woman,
Ames of steel wire and awee Mies Abby I still bye uty heashand• on
ar stait. and wart ban back
of brass wise
Neese help me.
The bareaseatiord
weighs
150
CAN'T COMMIT
pounds. Ra three legs tineorea to
DEAR CAN'T: you are fighting
make a compact carrying cam.
The arat performance of the a loam battle over what appears
to be A doubtful "prise." You can't
inetroment was at the ICaler City
tone • OULU to hie with you, bat
Methodist Church where Martin
the law m sake kho 'pport
'Rapport pow
in. a substitute oraanut
and year children. '1 be apple (Your
An ensemble of viten, oboe
hualtaacif tidal fall tat 1rim the
oeSo and harpsichord furnished
tree tills awakes), and yours aria
a amid number tar the eonas the be was brelseil In the fad
emotion.
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Book Helps Problem Readers
Score Where They °Nee Failed
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Go Up . . .
They
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The Penni Someensaers Chh
'will meet at the ham of Mrs.
Jack Pormaniby ea 11 am.
..
The Pans Road Hornentakens
Chrb
meet at the lane at
Mrs. J. IL gout at ion am
• ••
The Ballbeiny Sunday School
CUM of the Met Papua Chorea
MU meat at Ibis Woman's Olth
Moues at 4-30 pm
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PAM NU
At

Th. Movies

"FOR CATT•XiL ANL DRIVE-DI
infoemation am 153-3334 anellbill
il
r
"Ill
WANTED

TO

•

0

BUY

eve

L'IVOOD fee fire513500- Ph°ne
763-7341
0-12-C

1-01k

SALE

PIA.NOS FOR OHRI8TM.A13. Story
and Clerk. Grand. Low over heed,
terms. Reed's Music Manor 5 miles
of Renton.
lissabon•Mtedield
at Harvey Open evenings.
Dec. 31-C
1:30 to 7:00
-

•

AMEBE KT/TENB make Christian all year. Ftegietered, ahemo ltrue assure Walley- Health
Mee. Stud service, holiday
vg. Kayne's Cats, 753-71364.
T-F-C
ELECTRIC (Maeda 46 watt

•

amplifier. Like new reaeanable. Callmodern kitchen, nice bath, elect763-31168 agter 5 p. m.
0-14-Pew heat, storm ckiors and win- - Massa, excellent repsog, good lot
HOUSE TRAILER., 8'
52' See at
on 641 Highway. Only asking 55,Hades Trawler Otkart. Call 75350000. Claude L. Miller, Realtor
7536.
0-12-C
Phones 753-60611 err 763-8062.
13-13-C
SHOE SALE for your famous
name brand shoes. Visa your ELECTRIC GUITAR - Amplifier
Factory Outiet Shoe Store- AU and oase - C7all 402-8810.
13-13-P
shoes are reduced Located 100
Two
KEA
South Lelli &red neat to Kelly
Reetwered Pealneese
Pest Control
D-13-P
0-12-C puppies Call 460-3653

1940 FORD Pick-up, good ounditton
with late model Chevrolet motor.
Plaine 753-4919
0-14-P

HELP

WA PITP.r,

SERVICE
STATION
ettendant
JEW' 4-siturel cinve, 2 tops, in tip- wanted Call or apply at Baker
at
Shell
top condition, Nash station wagon,
Coldwater 459-3732 0-17-C
black,
4-deur. clean, 6-cy3nder.
Female
Help
Wanted
autornatic transmission; '51 Chevrolet Pe ton pick-up, 2 new tries,
good oaridition, paint bad, cheap. BEAUTICIAN WANTED on Friday
Becher Bilbrey, 753-5617,
0-14-C aid Saturday's Cull 753-3069
D-14-C
159 - OHEYROLETT, good nsettstniml
New thee. $000.00.
LOST & FOIND
KEEP your carpets beautiful d•'! -- Phone 753-7972.
0-14-P
CONVENIENCE of house double lone my:1st-ant
footsteps of a busy
the prtce concrete airport with family. Get Blue
LOST: German Shephera pugene
Lustre
Rent
NOTICE
about 6 months old. Lait between
Micas storage - 3 heal Morns. electric shampooer $11. Starts Hard16th and Glendale Road. Anmire.
D-17-C
PERSONALLY STYLED floral co- swers to Mackie. 763-6190. 0-14-C
for
any
corationa
occesioc
custom1160 FALCON. Good tearatiporta-made candles, coneees, braise deFOR RlitIT
16Dri• goad mileage, 5200.00. Phone
cor,
wedding
service,
.
orafeepieose
763-7770,
0-14-C
party decorations. Ruth Evermeyer., APARTMENT WAR RENT New efRuth's Designs, 7534506. Dee.-19-C ficiency for college boys. Clan 7534466 or 753-6660.
Jan, 10-NC
TWO, NEW HOMES
ELECTROLUX SALIM & Service.
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sand- 3-R00151 unlumatted apartment
FOR SALE
Private bath and entrance, 504 Olive.
ers Phone 362-3176 Lynovile, Ky,
Phone 753-2712,
I3-13-C
Dec. M-C
F. H. A. Approved Financing
NOW LEASING -- The Embassy
106
Ekasth
SPECIAL NOTICE, Wanted: AU Apartments,
12th
Located in Plainview Acres
typos tree wm-k, Buferd Mandl, Street. Luxury two bedroom Phone
Unit No 4 cm Belmont Drive. Route 1, Almo, Ky. 753-3156
753-7614,
13-16-C
Three bedroos s. two batheJan. 10-C
TWO-BEDROOM
house
kir4e faintly rooms- -outside stortrailer.
age and kitchens by West Kenavailable Jan. 18th, Cull 753-2661
ADD NEW LIFE to old carpets.
tucky Cabilet Company.
D-14-C
sharnpue veLn Blue Lustre--,Blue
Lustre Shampooer 51.00 a dad', BRICK HOUSE. 3-bedroam with
For appuiditment, call:
Jan.-12-C carport Call 753-6078 or see at
Hugh" Paint Store.
l•lide Johnson. at
1700
during clay
0-14-C
Bros,
t'onstrueJohnson
WILL MAKE Barbie Doll clothes.
two (ompany, 75-.1-6767
NICE THREE-ROOM apartment,
1:7-10-P
Phone 406-33115.
or 753-4879
tianditied, prliate enfor
(JIVE
Yezeiley
Chneures. misplace*
D-14-C
trance and bath, no utilities furnColas n e arid perturne.
ished, 406 N 5thStreet Phone
p.
Dram, neat aide et Court Spears
Heel Stalls day 153-3474, night 153D-16-'C
3519.
I3-14.0

ao.

SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR WOMAN

To Carry Ledger & Times Paper Route
Apply at Ledger & Times Otifice
ttnc

•

Attention Boys!

An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office

$275,000 was up tor grabs --fatally in
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Karen said Tire got news that mbeet- aeo he
I "Relax darling
C'TAPTER 70
great deal or aural. Dr Fowie.
Fowiei slouched '1 Know wiiat Fin cluing We ice a
to woe was koad auough to come Moog
on the ournet of the reeep rot etventorel5 notflollt
were
A'tie future to gem two in case his serviceo
tionist a desk in ars office e. bile anti the
'
needed
treewey_lt
LIU%
Karen Roger* fineries dowse Viial drat
?" the maid react
-Doctor
little Do the driving
• telepnone number She smiled I ward the
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me
to
thinking
the
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anti
up at turn while the connection
ruin tried to get net employer
"What the net, is mat supwe. made.
ta. rat ner call a doctor sat
got
I've
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mean'
a
to
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residence."
"Mrs. Swallow's
night but she wouldn t near
r
brains
no
said.
voice
al it.
"Tri toe to speak to Mrs
Sbe reacher, aerosa and patted
-Yes ne me. 'I'm a friend
Swallow."
his nana "You Know i Mon t
it Miss P,oger• anti WM a ex
"Era Swallow is la May
mean (hat. i Nil meant that p.ainea the
litficuity
take • message?"
this Is all worked out
Mayne I'd bet
Where Is sne
• She put bar liana
"11.1
He was pewee. she could we tei nave a room at her "
over the mouthpiece. -She• in that. She was also becoming
rheir war/ a nioniert of nes.
Fowler.
to
the nottle," she said
,
much more aware that the cor• fancy
She nao seen Kara
there."
up
go
"We'd better
s teka
legune air about him the crew forgers
voice
the
said
.?"
.
"Hello
Cut. Lhe afrectation or the mug wneri Br Sns offs aeri cue.. ti
at the woman on the telephone tactic, tb, clothes ah at this the novae tie eeilicene awe Om
"Mrs. Swallow is at home, was MOM man S simple act, 1 OM MI Mildly ism* awytit44
t she'!"
He stili ioai a collegian. tie about Der liken net eyes rei
"Yes ma'am. but-"
metal wet _grown up
Os the *rack oag fl Co .ttt
'This is Miss Rogers. It's
Ut the seal Mao ann sne Alta f
back
settle
She
to
vers important that i talk
*ha turned arid itio tile oas
among io
oecituani
net It nail N-.) 00 saith certain sell) what site wanted a rem blargiserear Swalhow
nu:stand
net
business ot
"Maybe I'd cotter go in aione
me could controo When Wit
pnone
the
to
come
oan't
"She
nao the money and, tn.. were mei gee saw
Mt a Rogers. the sorer inmate°
a woman •
11
-1.elause basun "
would
I out Ot the country, ,
"I'm coming up there l'It he
when aria what 1.0 ovum came from inside the
Clark
tell
I
there within the hour
do and ne wow(' Salop tne tre•- room. -Is that you**
"You can t come nere Miss'
Bite eased the
"Yea ma am
born from naval( to make Dethrougn
the voice sato nurriedly. 'Mrs
woula be witty. dace open and
He
ci•iona
told
I
Swallow can t see yeti!
the perfect traveling leaving it ayar.
charming
you sites sot sell
-What nave you bton doing
companion tor a wealthy young
"1 Know what you Cola ne
Didn't I near tbe dam chime.'
I woman.
good
Whelp
know
you
Ann if
barking
the part about the girl The dogs were
nere. She
tot you emelt try to neve nor , "Wm
-Mtge Rogers
I that worries me.- he said after
vi shape 10 fee me *nate I get
see you.- Through thr
to
wants
whore,
there- She slammed the phone t a
could !KM net
'But we won't be dome any- crack they
:
tarp
iloto^ as mite tarried ,voice wap
darling. Can't you propped up on pillows in s
her
to
thing
ag:,1" nnotenttns
bed The tow dogs nee gone it
Urn?'
understand
r
FoWit
'Wlirveas that :•',
maid and were twee.
'You Know that, and I know with the
Islu
across at ner. ing on 'he nedspreed
'minced
He
that
I
be
rier
met
ye
I
/1-1 morn
I don t
"Was Rogers '
i frowning. -But we're not lawtore A %ler) protective sort
"
yers. Karen We don't know know any Miss Rogers
really
she's
think
dooem
t
-You
"Yes ma am, you do. She a
whelp Life I1W draws the line at
iii be, ..'u'
Mr. Snyder s secretary. She's
kidnaping "No unleas iou civil a nang
Sne changed Pier approach been here before."
Let j
oh
Corm
Illness
rut
over
abruptly. Her face darkened
"Snyder . ?"
go
ana Ott put net mind, on ner
Karen touched Fowier's arm
tn
Mitt
plan
straight and
With the
tie eierhtem, Pelt reit...tam. Knees elbows
"We'd better go In:
and
sround
boil,
-All right Turn
"M ay be we anoilid--" ne
do
"1 (met allow shoot Jost oarg team me to my place
had already
mg in on the woman Maybe this without you. I've overestl- started but She
pusneo the dot,/ open and strode
we should
Clark.'
you.
mated
Into the bedroom.
..I didn't mean I wouldn't do boldly.
"W e blames go She smiled.
seriMr.. Swallow. Do you
KINDOO
5-S
tiptoe
'Hello.
be
could
On
this
op
But
rising
it.
anti
1'bon I get arefik• ous thing. Karen! I simply think remember me? Karen Rogers"'
rum lightly
Marguerite Swat to w •rtrugKneea on me narimg Its going we coignl to book at It carefully.
Very carefully:
gled upright 'relieve the viekl•
te work out WI" the wit)
he
long
and
Fkeare
reply,
She made no
want it You 11 see
ing pillows. "Whet are you ..oaround. hut mg In my room! Get out! Get
did not turnthe
we II Oe •Olc to lattFO 911 the dentist
north oh
ti
,
head
freeway,
Monte
at
rank
way to the
Out!"
toward the lake.
' Fowler whispered: "K are Ti,
Clark
,afterward,
Not orig
t Maker. the little bag' THE MAID was dintreeight,
OW
She shrugged away from hla
but she did not bar the door
with the syringe and the Petln
to the bedside,
silenced the hand and went
She
seats
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bucket
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between
Lowrie
live
"I tried smiling down. "Louise.
poodles.
barking
shrilly
know
you
-Do
make a pot of
of 0121 'Poets car.
come, Mane I want you to
now to get to the hours!, to tell you not to
coffee.. Malts It Strong and!
Roger.! Mrs. Swallow isn't feel.
Karen?"
black."
well."
"I've been up there a few trig at all
Karen took her arm gently,
times. with Ed when he had to
Harry Noble doesn't want
ronizingly.
nee Swallow,"pat
la radicle Alice Drury ha.
'Tye forgotten your name"
gent
Into
car
the
dropped
He
the missing money
, "Ira Lautae---but Mrs. Steal- ableileneted
and brushed one finger net
to the (teeth of Abe %wallow.
votiely at his mustache. The low can't--"
Rot a lot of things are
She propelled her firmly back
whole scheme suddenly seemed
htsppening flint he tool ntil
We,
I•mrse.
hallway
.
the
unreal Into
,nverted. absurd, S fl
continues
Mrs. Swallow's' fore...en, rhe
where les. than an flour ago both know what
her. I here tomorrow.
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to
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trouble
promise.
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there had been
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CLARK

- If you have
READ THIS
one on yore gift lest that has
emerthiag, give her some more
a
Q3rl•Unia
Pix
Thpparinine.
Special mill 75$-4031. Or deter out
to my home. 3 miles south on
641. A free gift if you oaiLand
circler - Mrs. headline Jones,
0-12-P
Route 4.
PORTABLE SYMPHONIC tape
Christmas
wariderful
recorder.
ilk ea 67086 at Olmoks Meatic
0-16-C
Ceinter

WANI ED
ming trees and attrubs. cutting
down taleea Any type at MVO
work arid power sae wort Call
436-5009 or see Jim Pridemore
D-13-P

CARD OF THANKS
The hone; of Ted Coleman ackiniceiviegkes with deep appreciation
the kind deed and expression of
sympathy extended to us in the
pabSing Of our ioved one. We ...penally think the friends for um-beautiful floral oftering , food and
the many cards of sympathy. We
want to thank Bro. Lloyd VilLsod,
Gus Robertson Jr. and the BlalockColeman Funeral Home for their
services rendered. Your help .11
ash Lime of sorrow will always be
minernbered May God's rkh
bleeiongs be upon eada of you
Myrte Calemen and Fanuly
1TP
CARD OF THANKS
It is with grateful and humble
hearts that we, the children of
Calvin Stuubleteld want to take
this opportunity to say Mink you
to the many fnenda and nesghboi a
of our good community for all the
acts of kindness shown to us. Each
In Its OWIl Slay helped in muril
to enlighten our hearts in the loss
of our dear father
To he Convalescent Home Dr.'s,
nurses, Max Churchill Funeral
Home, Bro. Lax and Bro. Burpoe,
friends end neighbors for flower./
and food. We say thank you and
Ood Blew you.
The Stubblefield family
-1TP

Hog Market
Federal Stern Market News Service,
Monday, Dec. 12, 1266 Kentucky
Purchase-Area Hog Market Report
Includes 7 Buying Stations.
Receipts 500 Head. Barrows and
Gilts 25-50e Lower; Sows 26e Lower.
U. S. 1-2 190-210 lbs. $20 00-21 00;
U. S. 1-3 190-230 lbs. S1950-20.75;
U. S. 2-3 236-270 Its 519.00-20.00.
SOWS:
U. S. 1-2 350-350 Ka 816.00-1700,
U. 8. 1-3 350.460 54. 515.00-16.00;
U. 8, 2-3 450-600 Nis, 814.00-15.00.
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NEXT CHANCELLOR?- --Willy Brandt ingtiti, West Lserlin
mayor and Social Democratic Party chairman, and Erich
Mende, Free Den..beratic Party leader, confer in Bonn on a
coalition that could produce a new West German government. Their two parties would have a slight parliamentary
majority. and Brandt would be chancellor and Mende vice,
chancellor and foreign minister.
leablepliotel
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I FEEL GUILT/ ABOUT THE
WAY I FEED SNOOPY...HIS
MEALS ARE SO DRAB...

Sc

SPECIAL KIDDIE'S phonographs
51616 3 !peed. Perfect bar ChM:nes Stereo ponlable add table
models from MM. Driabaqr tenavowed
with
telemeter
ft-ed
needle msg. Also caber fine
readen. Chucks Muds Center
D-16-C

NANCY, STOP
WHISPERING-IT DOESN'T
LOOK NICE

..YOU CAN'T EVEN HOPE
TO WIN THEIR LOVE, So YOU
SETTLE FOR RESPECT AND - -

101111111111.1k

to
li

MY AUNT FRITZ'
DYES HER HAIR

. I HATE EVERYBODY BECAUSE"
EVERYBODY HATES ME; WHEN
YOU'RE AS UGLY AS I A*,
YOU'VE GOT To BE
SETTER THAN THE
NEKT GIRL- OR
- BECAUSE THAT'S
,
'ALL YOU'VE GOT TO
WORK WITH...

1

TN'U.S. DOG AI4 MARRIAGE LICENSE \
tot.IFICAJJ FOUND OUT WI4ICH 3 MINOTZS
SAM'S MARRVIN'
LICENSE WE..k..E.
ILLEGAL!!

WHY COME
NOWLIN'

CAI N'T `iC) -50
4ar"GUE.Sts,MAMMY? )

To US
wiP TH'
NEWS?
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SEEN & HEARD ...

Mrs. Alta Palmer
Dies On Sunday

Lakers Meet
South Here
Tuesday Night

J. H. Shankle
Funeral Is Held

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ENORMOUS ...

MONDAY —

DECEMBER 12, 1966
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em' to drive a car, wing the wrong to your lionuy for you, the patway on a one way erect, no oper- rims, to enjoy, a library spokes(Coatinued Erma Page One)
man said.
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(Continued From Page One)
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that
of the US surgeon general hunts Mayon Wireasets..c4 DexFor instaage we have a battle day at 2.15 am, at her bale on
were held today at 1 .30 pm at
ter Route One, that was turning
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thee is nearly three feet bigh. litoray Route Two near Wilber
the chapel of the Max H. Ohur- on
(continued From Page One)
Into Patter's Grocery parking iot,
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Men Hit Hardest
And, we just happened upon one
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-The most strakang increase in 167rentral to PatrcOnen Bill Mchalf of a bear paw clam Mel the =Wait Wittman Church.
Milton Least:or and Rev. 0. D.
Dougal
Spann
end
Dale
dbighillo
Her
cantor
Cliriatehe
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incidence
Palthat is wondectul to look at.
and mortality,"
The Calloway County High School McKerviree offiristing. Bunal was the counod
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Girls Return from Trip to
4-H Congress in Chicago

HatrOff to you

Sim Welises
Miry Cooper
TUO girls who are handy with not and an empire dress
with a
• 111111die have returned from bother matching the
coat, a skirt
thier award trips to **National of white
crepe with a metallic
40
Is Mirage
thread and green satin accents.
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improvement projtern Co Inc. and The StILH ect each of her eve
years in 4-H.
Foundation. Inc.. respectively
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her own
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Her winning costume was were selected for their honors
.made up of a 600rlength silver by the Cooperative
Extension
and green satin brocade evening Service, which directs 4-H
work.

and the captivating new Plymouth Fury! Suave good looks. Bigger.
Bolder. And still at a price that's all heart.
What do we have to do to win you over? Throw • tickertape parade? Carry you to our showroom piggyback?
There Isn't much we won't do to get you and '67
Plymouth
Fury together. It's the year's great temptation!
Almost four
Inches longer this year. More luxurious inside and out.
And an
engine and color selection that goes on and on.
With so much ••
going for It, would you expect the price to still be low?
It is!
Plymouth Fury! The win-you -over car
Ti
from the do-most-anything dealer.
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS 1pp

MOTORS CORPORATION

See yourPlymouth DealerTHe's all heart.
Taylor Motors Inc.
303 South 4th Street
Murray, Ky
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